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Over the last 12 years we have been 
offering an accessible and supportive 
studio space in which each member can 
explore and develop their creativity within 
a social environment.  
Basic art materials (watercolours, oils, 
acrylics, pastels, charcoal, clay and many 
others) are provided and no previous 
artistic experience is required to join the 
studio and enjoy any of our sessions.

Welcome to
Imagine Community Studios

Imagine’s bursary fund or 
charitable grants may be 
available if needed. Please 

enquire for further information.

Imagine
Therapeutic Arts
The community-based studio offers a 
supportive space where creativity can be 
used as a powerful tool for furthering self-
confidence, health and wellbeing. It is run by: 

room_hire@imagine-therapeutic-arts.co.uk

Imagine Studios are fully accessible and 
available to hire. Please, enquire for details:

c

Hisako Simon  
Through my Anthroposophic training in sculpture 
and art therapy, I realised that engaging in artistic 
processes is a way towards encountering our 
own inner selves. On my journey I found that 
similar forms kept appearing which revealed 
aspects of my being, and I believe when we 
meet them with a sincere heart they open new 
dimensions to who we really are.  

Laura Ridolfi  
Trained in Anthroposophic art therapy, I feel 
that our creativity helps us to deal with the 
unexpected, to find meaning in our lives and 
the inner resources to change and grow. I see 
life as a journey, where the outer and the inner 
paths interweave; art helps me to enjoy this 
journey: mindful in the process, I leave the 
destination open to the imagination.

Advance booking (via phone/email) 
is required for all our sessions, as 
numbers are limited to respect 
physical distancing. For further 
guidelines, please visit our website: 
imagine-therapeutic-arts.co.uk

Due to possible changes in government 
guidelines, our sessions might need to be 
rescheduled or cancelled at short notice. 
We will do our best to communicate any 
changes to the programme via our website.

We are grateful for the support 
received from the 


Association for the Promotion 
of Artistic Therapy

‘‘ Summer 
2021

    Art is neither a profession 

nor a hobby, 

it is a way of being. 

Frederick Franck

‘‘
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Booking is essential! 
£25 per session, all materials are included 
and no previous experience is required. 

Please enquire for concessions.

Our Mosaic Studio evening sessions 
with Robin R James will run 
fortnightly throughout the summer! 
In an inspiring environment, you will be able 
to create your own unique piece, working 
more independently and/or under 
experienced guidance. Bring your ideas or 
ask for support in finding a suitable theme 
to be explored through a multitude of 
colours, patterns and shapes.

Mixed-Media 
Workshops 

for 11-16 yrs old
Studio Practice 

Week

This summer our open studio sessions 
will run for a whole week, to give you the 
opportunity of a full immersion in your 
own artistic process. 

These sessions are facilitated by one or two 
therapeutic art practitioners, who are available 
to support the studio members artistically, 
technically and – if needs be – emotionally. 
The emphasis, however, is for you to develop your 
own work, in a supportive and social environment. 
Most art materials are available, including clay. 
Please enquire for any specific wish.

16th – 20th August 
Mon-Fri 2.30-5.30pm

Metamorphosis 
Workshops

Sat 11th September 
9.30am-12.30pm

Both workshops are free to attend

Booking is essential as places are limited!

Clay Sculpture

Mandala Workshop

There are almost endless manifestations of the 
mandala. In this workshop, facilitated by John 
Playfoot, we will focus on key elements that 
give the mandala a relevance to our own life 
experience. 
We will be working individually and in small 
groups using a variety of mediums including 
wax crayon, found object and the technique of 
oil rubbing.

20th-22nd Aug 
Friday 7.30-9pm 

Sat and Sun 9.30am-5pm

Living the Circle

22nd July 2021 
5th and 19th Aug 

2nd Sep 
Thursdays 7-9pm

Mosaic Studio 
Evenings

£45 (£40) for each workshop

Metamorphosis 
Exhibition

John Playfoot is a practising art therapist. He 
also teaches and runs workshops. He has 
been researching mandalas and working 
therapeutically with them for a number of years.

10th July / 8th Aug 
Sundays 10am-1pm

Sun, Sand, Seashells, 
and all things Seaside

Two Summer Sunday Workshops giving 
young people the opportunity to explore a 
range of mixed media materials and mosaic 
in a fun, supportive environment with artist 
Robin R James in the spacious Studio at 
Imagine. 

All materials supplied (bring your own shells, 
driftwood, pebbles etc if you wish to 
personalise your piece).

“I knew that in finding the mandala as an 
expression of the self I had obtained what 
was for me the ultimate. Perhaps someone 
else knows more but not I.” 

C. G. Jung 

£160 (£140) for the workshop, incl. the talk

£10 for the talk only.

Booking is essential!

Booking is essential! 
£7.50/hour, or £20 for a 3-hour session,

or £80 for the whole week

The illustrated presentation of the theme, 
on Friday evening is open to the public

Over the last 2 years, Elisabeth has 
developed a body of work focusing on the 
theme of ‘Metamorphosis’ – something 
that in different ways she has explored 
over a longer time, and that she feels 
enthusiastic about. There is movement, 
metamorphosis in all life processes, a 
constant transformation and yet we can 
observe how the essence is the same all 
the times. In nature the development of 
the potential is foreseeable, we know 
what kind of plant will develop from each 
seed. But as human beings our creation 
is not predictable! 
This is Elisabeth’s first solo exhibition and 
we are grateful to the Scrooge Fund for 
the support received towards this project. 
*Please note, the exhibition will be 
closed on 17th-18th September.

We will run two free workshops on the 
theme of the exhibition, for people to 
experience first hand the creative process 
developed by Elisabeth.

Painting

28th Aug-21st Sep* 
Mon-Sat 2.30-6pm 
Sunday 12.30-4pm

Paintings, Drawings and 
Sculptures by Elisabeth Tapp

Sun 12th September 
9.30am-12.30pm

Robin R James is a practicing artist 
specialising in mosaic and mixed media. She 
also teaches and runs workshops, having a 
background in Community arts and art for 
health and wellbeing.


